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The floating potential regime of the outer analyzing grid of the three-elec-
trode spheric ion trap is of a great interest and reveals possibilities for a
broad application of this type of sensor during direct spact-probe measure-
ments. A operatiou regime is the employment
of the sp device of ion (electron) density in
the comp te complex for low frequency and
very low that case, the supply of any kind of
oscillations to the outer parts of the satellite sensor i-s' not recommended
because even the disturbances through the general source of feeding in this
frequency range will discredit the measurements. On the other hanl, when
fpPlVing a linearly changing voitage to the analyzing outer grid of the
trap - to the point of the voltampere characteristics at which the poten-
tial of the plasma (the outer grid has a floating potential) correspond3 to a
current determined by the ions contained around the trap, and when we
know this current the ion concentration can be determined directlv. That is
why this regime is to be preferred in combined magnetic and electrostatic
measurements (see []) where the experimental purity depends on the ab-
sence of impeding factors - plasma-induced potentials in the case,

The aim of the article is to examine the conditions under which ilre
three-electrode spherical ion trap may be applied as a measurer of the ion
concentration, under conditions of floating potential of the analyzing elec-
trode of the transducer.

Thg necessity of regime control of the lloating potential is apparent,
i. .e., it is necessary to measure the isolated outer grid potential of tfie trap
with respect to the satellite body. B rt in order to have such a control it
is necessary to know the limits of that potential change.

In the ideal case (a definite floating potential of the absolutely isolated
outer grid from the satellite body) the following circumstance witl be ope-
rative : i":it, i, e.:
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In (l) the quantities relating to the ion composition of plasma are denot-
ed by indices l, the index e is used for those related to the electron com-
ponent, o is the portion of the corresponding current due to the punching
of the_ gri{q, S is the accumulation surface for the corresponding charged
particles, Mi is the ion mass, I/o is the velocity of satellite movement, and
o7 is the floating potential.

The above equation takes into consideration the fact that Vi1Vo4V",
i. e. the average satellite velocity exceeds the thermal ion velocity and is
insignificant compared to the corresponding average electron velocity.-Because
of that the ion current has a purely conventional specifics (does not depend
on the ion temperature), while the electron current is thermal, i. e. it does
not depend on the satellite velocity - therefore Si:nr>, Sr-:4nr2 which is
a direct .sequence of the above circumstance (r is the radius of the trap
outer grid).

If a, and q2 ate the trasparency indices of the inner and outer grid of
the trap, then:

ai:7-az the part of the ions that will fall on the envelope;
a":l-az*a2(l-a2):l-"3 the part of the electrons that will fall on

the envelope.

Moreover, quantity b#:rr,", where pret is the retarcling potential of
the corresponding M, type ions. The main thermal velocity of electrons is
V":(':'" j"', th.n equation (l) takes the form:- \m" I

(2\ v^h-! \:lrr ',"s P!L\''' ,*o (',Y\.\-/ 'u\ VretJ 2 t' t "zt \ mn | -^v lkTel

In the general case \rye obtain

(3) I "(, -JL\: ArtAz.vt
\ Y'ret /

where At and A2 arc constants, depending on Vo and 7* The examination
of this dependence is of interest since it is closely connected with the
orbital data of the satellite. This will probably be done in a future study.

As our main purpose is to study the real conditions under which our
trap will operate, we have to find out the influence of the real resistance
in the potential measurer connected to the outer grid. Obviously, this resist-
ance Rrn connected between the trap lattice and the satellite body will
influence the outer grid potential approach to the subject potential. This is
due to the current being generated in the measurer by the difference eJ-qs
(q"-satellite potential). The current ring is closed through the plasma sur-
rounding the satellite and the trap, so that its value is determined also by
the current carriers concentration in the vicinity of the subject (specifically,
by the dynamic resistance of the sphere and the contact resistances trap-
plasma and satellite-plasma). The influence of the real input measuring
resistance, when neglecting the contact resistaflces, is calculated by the
expression :
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The nember T-#S--,r; has ohm dimensionality and is plasma resist.
ance in a concrete case (familiar composition and concentration). Equation
(4) takes the form (3) when the trap envelope is isolated ((1n+oo). Upon
short circuit (Ri":0) at equalizes with qs, and equation (4) becomes an
equation of satellite potential (without taking the photoeffect into conside-
ration). But as the dependence which is used to represent the ion current
is valid only .for relatively low body potential (under 1 volt), the above
equation cannot be used to determine the satellite potential.

We are analyzing below the Rr, influence for a concrete case:
Vo:7.25kmfs; T":2500"K (ionospheric satellite with circular orbit, flying
at an altitude of about 400 km over the Earths' surface) (Table l).

When Rrn : I 08 ohms we use depende nce qsarl-!3 n (ffi)''' to determine

the potential q". We adjust the concentration values and the respective
temperatures of the charged particles to correspond to altitudes at which
the given type of ions is predominant.

The last column of Table 2 shows the perpentage error, compared to
the case when ft1n-*oo. We see that for concretely selected conditions the
error does not exceed 5 per cent. Within the concentration decrease the
status is preserved, as 71, ot T" respectively, increases. Obviously, in con-
trolling the floating potential in the upper atmosphere, an input resistance
of the measurer of an order of 108 ohms is completely sufficient to obtain
unspoiled results. As indisturbed conditions for concentration measurements
exist only when the trap does not measure within the satellite trace, it is
clear that in the general case it is necessary to use two identical ion traps
which have to wo-rk either simultaneously oi in ternporal sequence.
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Table 1': Rrn+*

Table 2: Rin:10s ohms

Transf ormlng
lon v" lVl n/ tcm "l vy lv) | *","'

o+
He+
H+

-t.18
-1 ,1

- l.l
106
104

104

-0.708
-0.650
-0.525

0.43
4.15
2.35

7l

v1 lvl



The prelirninary results of the ion concentration measurements from the
"lntercosmos-14" satellite confirm the logic presented above for the influ-
ence of Rro.

Upon recording the ion collector current Iu of the trap with a floating
potential of the outer grid, the ion concentration can be determined by
using the dependence:

(5)

Table I shows that neglecting the term (|-Wlp,") leads to an error
increasing with the mass decrease of the recorded ioiis. Notwithstanding the
fact that equations (t)+(+) have been deduced without taking the ion
thermal velocities into account (whose influence increases within the mass
weight decrease), it is clear that (5) is closer to the actual situation than
the accepted eiv,"t
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ZcnonusosaHr4e c$epr4qecKnx t4oHHbrx /roByrxeK
B pexfl4Me [JraBaroqero noreHrlnalra auailn3r4pyrouerl peurerrH

C. K. Vanrcotnoa

(Pesrcue)

B aactoguleli pa6ore [pe4Jroxen MeroA Afla onpeAeJreHr]ff zonnoft r(oHrIeH-
Tparlal,I no AaHHhrM, noryqeHHbrna or cQepuqecKHx noHHb]x noByr.xeK, y r(oropbrx
BHeIIIHES pelxerKa llaxo,u,llTcfl ltoA rrJraBaroq]rM noreHrlfiaJloru. Paccuorpenul
ycJroBr{fl pa6oru noByrrrKr,r rtpu nJraBarouIeM norer{rIHaJre H onpeAeJeHHoM
sos4eftcrnufi peanbHoro conporr,rBneHHs Me)r(,4y BHeIIHHM oJreKrpoAoM noBytxKz
H noBepxuocrbro cnyrHr{Ka. flpe4.noxeHo aHaJrrrrurrecKoe Bbrpax(eHr.re ,[fis
oIIpe.4eJIeHHs nonnoli KoHIIeHTpaIIux, B I{oropoM Her{gBecrHbtMlt 

'B./rstorcflKonJrer(ropHsrii ror, nrasarcqurl tr SaAepxl{sarclrluri noreHqHaJrbr noByrr]Kr1.
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